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Abstract
We present an analysis from MMS satellites where we detected the strongest
parallel currents from their data during the months May till November 2017.
The strongest parallel current in July happened 2017-07-16 at 6 o’clock. At
this event we found a change in the magnetic flow density at the locations: A.
Svalbard, which would have resulted in an aurora borealis if it was not for the
summer light. B. Antarctic, which visibly did result in an aurora australis.
By examine the source of the parallel current, we looked near the Lagrange
point L1 between Earth and the Sun and could observe how the flow pressure and magnetic field changed. This motivated the investigation by looking
at the sun pictures by helioviewer, where we could observe an outburst the
2017-07-14, which turned out to be the requested source of this event.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Background

Almost every night in high latitudes you can observe the sky filled with unbelievable
colours, the aurora. What is it and where does it come from? It all begins with
the sun who secrete energy that is created in the middle. The fusion process creates
helium atoms whose nuclear reaction releases energy. The light from the energy
is emitted from the core and the heat is moved to the convection zone. These
electric charged gases creates a magnetic field inside the sun. In some places there
exists stronger magnetic fields that will push outward from the sun’s surface. The
electrically charged gas is called plasma that pulls the magnetic field outwards.
When this part of the magnetic field is released from the sun, the cloud of plasma
continues out into space at a very high speed, known as the solar wind. Coronal
mass ejection, or CME, is when large amounts of magnetized plasma is thrown from
the solar corona into outer space. So a CME is essentially a very large burst of solar
wind which can be called a solar storm. After about 18 hours the solar wind hits
Earth. [4] [7]
The Earth is surrounded by a protective package of magnetic field lines called the
magnetosphere. Most of the solar wind that hits the Earth’s magnetosphere is passed
without touching the Earth. Even though the magnetosphere provides an effective
protection against the sun, plasma can still penetrate the so-called magnetopause,
the outermost layer of the magnetosphere. Following the magnetic field lines, they
charge the particles against the Earth and the atmosphere forms the aurora.
The solar wind penetrates the magnetopause by using the mechanism called magnetic reconnection. The reconnection process is essentially when the energy is being
transferred between magnetic field and the plasma. When the high speeded solar
wind hits Earth’s magnetic field, a shock wave is generated in front of the magnetosphere, called the bow shock, that slows down the solar wind.
When the magnetic field of the solar wind vertical component is pointing southward,
at the first ”hit” on the day side, some of the Earth’s magnetic field lines reconnects
with the solar wind and the solar wind flows around the magnetosphere to the
night side and forms a magnetotail. Here the second reconnection is located where
the Earth’s magnetic field lines meet and have different directions. See the right
cross in Figure 1. This means that the magnetic field stored in the solar wind cooperates with the Earth’s magnetic field so that the two fields merge and thereby
form two new field configurations. This converts magnetic energy into the solar wind
to kinetic energy, which causes the plasma to accelerate and flow into the Earth’s
magnetosphere via plasma rays.
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Figure 1: The figure shows the magnetotail [3]

Figure 2: The figure shows the field aligned currents and the region 1 and 2. [5]

1.2

Aurora connection to the magnetotail

The ionospheric electric fields and currents are coupled to the magnetosphere that
are brought by the field aligned currents, also known as Birkeland currents. The
currents perpendicular to the magnetic field closes the current circuit that connects
the field aligned currents. Region 1 is the currents that flows from the poleward
side and connects the magnetospheric boundaries. While region 2 the equatorward
system close the inner magnetosphere. See Figure 2.
When the fields aligned current is entering Earth’s atmosphere by following the
magnetic field lines it strikes the nearby atoms and the coloured auroras is created.
2

Figure 3: The figure shows the current wedge in two possible ways. Cross-tail
(Itail ), tail-ionosphere (Iwedge ) currents, closed by the magnetopause current (Imp )
[2]
But current that moves in the other direction, away from the atmosphere, creates
black auroras.

1.3

How to measure the current

To calculate the field aligned current we apply Maxwell’s and Ampere’s law that
calculates the curl of the magnetic field.
~
~ ×B
~ = µ0 J~ + 1 ∂ E ≈ µ0 J~
∇
c2 ∂t

(1)

~

The second term c12 ∂∂tE can be neglected because of plasma is a very good electrical
conductor. As soon as any electric field occurs, charges will move to ”short circuit”
the potential difference.
In equation (1) we require magnetic field which is being measured by four spacecraft
that is being arranged in a tetrahedral configuration, equipped with instruments to
measure the magnetic field. See Figure 4. The reciprocal vectors are defined as the
gradients of the barycentric coordinates.
Lets define position vector r~α to lie in the real space and we define a reciprocal space
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Figure 4: The figure shows the tetrahedron. [1]
by k~α .
k~4 =

r~12 × r~13
r~14 (r~12 × r~13 )

(2)

Let Sα (α = 1, 2, 3, 4) be the spacecraft’s that represents the vertices of the irregular
~ or a vector field v(r)
~ measured
tetrahedron. A naturally occurring scalar field u(r)
at the vertices Sα . The µα is a interpolating function that are linear scalar functions
of the position vector ~r and are the barycentric coordinates of the point ~r. The
~
~
linear interpolated fields are denoted by L[u]
and L[v].[1]
The linear estimators of the curl of field ~v are
~
LC[v]
=

4
X

k~α × v~α

(3)

α=1

and we combine equation (3) and (1) and we get equation (5) for measuring the
current in space when using four spacecraft.
4
X

k~α × B~α

(4)

4
1 X~
J~ =
kα × B~α
µ0 α=1

(5)

~ × B~α =
∇

α=1

1.4

Aim

MMS is a project of NASA that launched 2015. The main goal is to investigate
Earth’s magnetic field namely the magnetic reconnection at a microscopic level,
acceleration and turbulence of energetic particles. At Uppsala University one of
MMS instrument was built to measure the electric field.

4

Aurora is created by electric currents in the magnetotail. In order to gain a wider
understanding of how the aurora operates, it is important to investigate how these
currents are created. As compared to previous satellites, MMS satellites has much
more accurate measuring instruments that allow us to study these current. So
far no one has compiled the measurement data for the parallel currents created in
the magnetotail. Therefore we shall detect the events in the magnetosphere as the
electrical currents are parallel to the Earth’s magnetic field and investigate why they
occur and investigate if there was any chance to observe any aurora on these events.
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Method

The MMS mission consists of four spacecraft that are studying Earth’s magnetosphere. The four spacecraft are able to measure for instance the magnetic field. The
mission was launched 2015 but it was not until 2017 the satellites started to measure the magnetotail. This limits the analysis down to 7 months, May till November
2017. To make sure that we look at the magnetic field in the magnetotail and that it
has not been affected by the Earth’s magnetic field the data will be limited by a box
of dimensions -8 earth radius in x-direction and 10 to -10 earth radius in y-direction.
See Figure 5.
The measurement data contains magnetic field, energy and speed in all space coordinates with the coordinate system GSE. To get the parallel current we apply equation
(4). The Matlab calculation program made the advanced calculations possible and
we sort out some results to get only the strongest parallel current per day and set
an arbitrary limit for minimum allowable current magnitude. See script (Appendix
1).
Based on the results of the analysis the ability by following the magnetic field lines is
possible to see when and where the aurora were created. The valid measurement data
found in 2017 and during these months of summer time, it is generally difficult to
detect aurora borealis due to sunlight. By using the IMAGE magnetometer network
that observes the magnetic field changes, you are able to verify if it was possible to
view the aurora borealis as if it were dark and compare it with measurement data
from MMS.
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Figure 5: The figure presents each month of year 2017. The red box is the limitations of dimensions -8 earth radius in x direction and -10 radius in y direction. The
measurement instruments where only started when satellites drove by the magnetotail. [3]
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3.1

Results
The strongest parallel currents

Table 1 shows on which days parallel currents over 80nA/m2 occurred. The first
column shows which dates it occurred and the second column shows at exactly which
time the maximum value of the parallel current occurred. The third columns shows
the maximum value for the parallel current during that day. The last column shows
how many measurements over 80nA/m2 that happened during the whole day. The
measurements were measured around every 1/16 seconds. That is, 24 * 60 * 60 * 16
= 1382400 measurements per day.
The first three days that had parallel currents over 80nA/m2 the maximum value of
those days were larger by a factor of around 104 compared to the maximum values
of the rest of the days that also had parallel currents over 80nA/m2 . They also
had 100 times more measurements over 80nA/m2 compared to the day with most
measurements after those three days. It might be because of instrument errors and
they are not valid measurements and is therefore not showed in Table 1.
Figure 6 shows a plot of the parallel current as a function of time on 2017-07-16.
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Table 1: Days between 2017-05-01 to 2017-11-30 when parallel currents over
80nA/m2 occurred
Date

Time for maximum value

2017-06-10
2017-06-16
2017-07-06
2017-07-08
2017-07-09
2017-07-14
2017-07-16
2017-07-20
2017-07-21
2017-07-24
2017-07-26
2017-08-01
2017-08-02
2017-08-04
2017-08-05
2017-08-10
2017-08-27
2017-08-30
2017-09-02
2017-09-04
2017-09-07
2017-09-13

10:50:48
01:51:06
06:24:50
21:14:40
00:59:00
05:00:35
06:29:43
16:26:00
13:48:44
17:52:48
07:00:39
11:25:07
08:39:42
07:04:34
01:36:00
14:31:57
10:29:29
06:35:57
02:40:05
19:18:20
11:01:54
06:04:16

Maximum value Number of measurements
(nA/m2 )
over 80nA/m2
162
42
154
39
109
26
119
3
135
44
93.2
3
152
266
94.0
7
84.3
1
80.7
1
84.3
2
135
4
108
31
165
558
113
16
202
23
126
9
303
20
155
82
100
9
125
7
80.9
1
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Figure 6: The parallel current shown as a function of time between 00:00:00 and
12:00:00 on 2017-07-16

3.2

Parallel current event 2017-07-16

During 2017-07-16 the maximum value of the parallel current was 152nA/m2 and it
occurred at 06:29:43.
Figure 7 shows a map over all the 39 magnetometer stations that IMAGE has in
Europe. Figure 8 show the magnetic flow density that the IMAGE stations shown
in Figure 7 measured. The measurements were taken 2017-07-16 during the whole
day. Figure 9 shows magnetic field measurements during 2017-07-16 taken by the
research facility Scott Base which is located on Ross Island in Antarctica.
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Figure 7: Map over all IMAGE stations magnetometers [8]

Figure 10 shows a picture of an Aurora Australis Outburst taken by Ian Griffin
during 2017-07-16 in Otago New Zealand
Figure 11 shows measurements of flow pressure and magnetic field taken by several
spacecrafts which are located close to Lagrangian point L1 between the sun and the
earth.
Figure 12,13 and 14 are images taken from Helioviewer.org which visualize solar
images. The figures show images from 2017-07-14 between 01:23:43 and 03:12:12
taken by SOHO and shows a solar storm travelling off from the sun.
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Figure 8: Magnetic flow density in x direction measured by the IMAGE stations
to see if it was possible for any northern light to occur [9]
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Figure 9: Measurements of the magnetic field to see if northern light was possible
in the southern hemisphere. Measured on Scott Base on Ross Island, Antarctic [10]

Figure 10:
Aurora Australis Outburst in Otago, New Zealand from
http://spaceweathergallery.com [11]
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Figure 11: Change in the magnetic field in z direction and pressure caused by the
solar storm [12]

Figure 12: Before the burst [13]
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Figure 13: During the burst [13]

Figure 14: During the coronal mass ejection [13]

4
4.1

Discussion
Parallel currents over 80nA/m2

During the whole period from 2017-05-01 to 2017-11-30 there occurred parallel currents over 80nA/m2 during 22 days. Of those days 2 were in June, 9 were in July, 7
were in August and 4 were in September. The reason why no days are in May, October or November is because majority of the time in those months the MMS satellites
orbit were outside the allowed positions compared to the earth (See method). It is
probably because of the same reasons that more of the days are in July and August
compared to June and September. It does not seem to be a relationship between
the times for the maximum currents occurred and MMS’s position.
The maximum value during the whole period was 2017-08-30 at 06:35:57, was measured to be 303nA/m2 and there were 20 measurements over 80nA/m2 . Most of the
measured maximum values were well over 80nA/m2 however for the days in Table
1 between 2017-07-21 to 2017-07-26, and also 2017-09-13, the maximum values were
just barely over 80nA/m2 and had very few measurements over 80nA/m2 . The date
with the most measurements over 80nA/m2 was 2017-08-04 with the maximum value
13

165nA/m2 . The only other date with more than 100 measurements over 80nA/m2
was 2017-07-16.

4.2

Aurora 2017-07-16

The strongest parallel current in July happened 2017-07-16. At 06:29:43 the maximum value occurred and was 152nA/m2 and there were 266 measurements over
80nA/m2 . Since strong parallel currents are connected to auroras we wanted to see
if one occurred during that day. It was very difficult to see auroras in the north
since the measurements were done in the summer. With IMAGE we could see if it
would have been possible to see aurora if it would have been darker.
Figure 7 shows a map of all IMAGE magnetometers and as we can see in Figure
8 there was a change in the magnetic flow density in x-direction around 6 o’clock.
Usually the earth magnetic field is very stable and when there is a change it is
a sign there will be an aurora. However the measurements taken by IMAGE was
taken on the dayside of the earth and since the parallel currents that causes auroras
occur on the nightside we had to look at magnetometers on the nightside of the
earth. We thought that it might also be possible to see an aurora in the southern
hemisphere.There was a change in the Earth’s magnetic field around the same time
that IMAGE had measured it. It was measured on Scott Base (Figure 9). To be
sure that it actually happened we found a picture of an aurora taken by Ian Griffin
during 2017-07-16 on New Zealand, (Figure 10).
We also wanted to find the cause of the parallel current and the aurora so we wanted
to see if a solar storm had passed the earth. With the help of several spacecrafts
located near the Lagrangian point L1 between the earth and the sun. We checked
how the flow pressure and the magnetic field looked. The magnetic field and the
flow pressure there is usually stable and during 06 o’clock there was a significant
change, (Figure 11), and the probable cause was a solar storm caused by an coronal
mass ejection. Since the plot shows omni time the solar storm passed the satellites
a couple hours earlier than the figure shows. The data have been adjusted to when
it would have passed the earth and t shows that it is around the same time when
our maximum parallel current was. Finally we wanted to see if a solar storm had
travelled from the sun in time for it to pass the earth on 2017-07-16. It can take a
solar storm around 2 days to travel from the sun to the earth so we checked how the
sun looked on 2017-07-14. Around 02 o’clock on 2017-07-14 there were a coronal
mass ejection on the sun as Figure 12, 13 and 14 shows.
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Appendix 1
% % plot s/c position and magnetic field
% intialize data directory
clear all
format long
mms.db_init(’local_file_db’,’F:\mms’)
% define time interval
for i1 = 5:11
clearvars time_j j_ max_j time_max_j measurements
if i1 == 5
k = 1;
m = 31;
elseif i1 == 8
k = 1;
m = 31;
elseif i1 == 10
k = 1;
m = 31;
elseif i1 == 6
k = 1;
m = 28;
elseif i1 == 7
k = 4;
m = 31;
else
k = 1;
m = 30;
end
for i2 = k:m
if i2<10 && i1<10
Tint = irf.tint([’2017-0’,num2str(i1),’-0’,num2str(i2),’T00:00:00.000Z/2017-0’,...
num2str(i1),’-0’,num2str(i2),’T23:59:59.000Z’]);
elseif i2>9 && i1<10
Tint = irf.tint([’2017-0’,num2str(i1),’-’,num2str(i2),’T00:00:00.000Z/2017-0’,...
num2str(i1),’-’,num2str(i2),’T23:59:59.000Z’]);
elseif i2<10 && i1>9
Tint = irf.tint([’2017-’,num2str(i1),’-0’,num2str(i2),’T00:00:00.000Z/2017-’,...
num2str(i1),’-0’,num2str(i2),’T23:59:59.000Z’]);
elseif i2>9 && i1>9
Tint = irf.tint([’2017-’,num2str(i1),’-’,num2str(i2),’T00:00:00.000Z/2017-’,...
num2str(i1),’-’,num2str(i2),’T23:59:59.000Z’]);
end
% read data
ic = 1:4;
c_eval(’B?=mms.get_data(’’B_gse_fgm_srvy_l2’’,Tint,?);’);
R=mms.get_data(’R_gse’,Tint);
% resample data to B1
c_eval(’B? = B?.resample(B1);’,2:4);
c_eval(’R? = irf.ts_vec_xyz(R.time,R.gseR?(:,1:3));’);
c_eval(’R? = R?.resample(B1);’);
% calculate current density
[j,divB,B,jxB,divTshear,divPb] = c_4_j(’R?’,’B?’);
% Transform current density into field-aligned coordinates
jfac = irf_convert_fac(j,B,[1 0 0]);
jfac.coordinateSystem = ’FAC’;

% Finding when the satellite is less than -8 Re in x-coordinate away
% from earth and more than -10 Re in y-coordinate away from earth
index_X = find(R1.x.data<(-8*6371));
index_Y = find(R1.y.data>(-10*6371) & R1.y.data<(10*6371));
index = intersect(index_X, index_Y);
% Make new array for j that only has values that fulfills the conditions above
j_interval = jfac.z.data(index);
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% Save the index to find the time and b when the paralell currents happens
[row, col, v] = find(j_interval>80e-9);
index2 = index(row);
if isempty(index2)==0
a = exist(’time_j’);
if a==0
time_j = jfac.time(index2);
[max_j, I9] = max(jfac.z.data(index2));
time_j_max = time_j(I9);
% Find value for j when paralell current
j_ = jfac.z.data(index2);
measurements = length(time_j);
else
% Find the time for when the paralell currents happens
time_j = [time_j;jfac.time(index2)];
[max_j2, I9] = max(jfac.z.data(index2));
max_j = [max_j;max_j2];
time2 = jfac.time(index2);
time_j_max = [time_j_max;time2(I9)];
% Find value for j when paralell current
j_ = [j_;jfac.z.data(index2)];
measurements = [measurements; length(time2)];
end
end
end
name1 = [’paralell_currenttest80_2017-’,num2str(i1)];
save(name1,’time_j’,’j_’,’max_j’,’time_j_max’,’measurements’)
end
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